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What We Really Need, part 2 

Colossians 1:9-14, pt 2 

 

I. The Lord’s conversion of Saul of Tarsus set the shape of Paul’s entire ministry. Acts 26:12-18 

A. To open people’s eyes to spiritual reality: 

1. That they are in a dark kingdom but that another kingdom is now available by grace! 

2. This is morally dark age (Gal.1:4) chained to its own desires and headed for ultimate destruction. 

B. So that they may turn from Satan’s kingdom and power to God’s kingdom and power. 

1. Satan’s kingdom has power over this age and controls the will and destiny of people whose wills 

are chained to it. (Eph.2:1-10) 

2. God’s kingdom is the ultimate reality of the universe, the good and loving reign of God that will 

regenerate the entire cosmos. Matt.6:9-10 

C. By being completely forgiven and added to God’s family 

1. Sanctified (set apart) by faith in Me 

2. A place among my people: part of a new family, community, the body of Messiah 

D. Through putting repentant faith in Jesus Messiah and being forgiven. 

1. Repentance means to change your mind, turn around. 

2. Trusting Christ instead of yourself,  

E. Paul was not just converted to Jesus Christ; he was converted from the Jewish religion as a saving 

mechanism.  

II. This is why Paul recognized human self-salvation/idolatry immediately when he saw it at Colossae 

A. False teachers promised “fullness” through legalism, spiritism, asceticism, traditionalism. They were 

turning the wine of the gospel back into water. 

III. The prayer is a good paradigm. What we really need: Read 1:9-14 

A. To be dominated by the Holy Spirit’s wisdom and understanding. 9 

1. Filled with the new way of thinking, transformed by the Spirit, the Mind of Christ. 

2. This is the mind of Christ, the Spirit-imparted knowledge of the gospel, God’s will and purpose in 

this age, which are all good. The spread of the kingdom. 

B. So that we can live a life that is congruent with (worthy of) the Lord. (4 participial phrases) 10-12 

1. Bearing fruit in all sorts of good things we do. 

a) All of life is ministry, service, good deeds. 

2. Knowing and loving the Lord more and more. 

a) Increasing in the real knowledge of God (epiginsosko) 

b) A relationship with God that gets stronger over the years. 

3. Growing stronger in his strength. See 1:29 

a) Strengthened with strength.  

b) Which produces endurance and patience. 

(1) Endurance: hupomene = bearing up under hard times. 

(2) Patience: makrothumia = bearing up with difficult people. 

4. Being relieved, joyful and grateful for God’s gift of eternal life.  

a) Joyfully giving thanks to God. 

C. Because he has done three things for us. 13-14 

1. Rescued us from the domain (authority, exousias) of darkness. 

a) The evil, the addiction, the fear of death—you have been rescued from this. 

b) Satan’s kingdom has power over this age and controls the will and destiny of people whose 

wills are chained to it. (Eph.2:1-10) 

c) It is a thought addiction, bondage of the will and desire, a worldview where God is not really 

God. He has been replaced by something in his creation: idolatry. 
  



 

2. Transferred us to his kingdom where his Son is king. A Good Kingdom. 

a) You are part of a new history and destiny, a joyful reality of resurrection. No matter what, 

you’re going to be OK. 

b) God’s kingdom is the ultimate reality of the universe, the good and loving reign of God that 

will regenerate the entire cosmos. Matt.6:9-10 

3. By qualifying us for his family through Christ. 

a) The Cross = the forgiveness of sins. 

b) He took our blame and gave us his goodness. 

 

IV. How does God answer this prayer? By bringing three experiences into our lives: 

A. The Struggle of Intercession. Paul is praying here, not exhorting 

1. Jesus taught one thing more than any other about prayer—persistence. Lk.18:1-8; 11:8 

(impudence, anaidia = shamelessness, impudence) 

2. Struggle (agonizomai) in prayer is a crucial aspect of it in this age. Col.4:12 

3. He forces us to keep being honest and persistent until we get used to talking to Him as to a Father. 
 

B. The Tempering of Trauma. Paul prays for strength = endurance/patience, not ease. 

1. Because Endurance and Patience are higher values than success and ease. 

a) Success and ease are not signs of great faith—endurance and patience are. 

b) This is why Paul prays for strength to enhance endurance and patience (both oriented to 

stress, pressure, trauma, difficulty, grief and sorrow) rather than protection from all 

experience of these painful things. See Jas.1:1-4. 

2. Tempering Steel comes through intense heat followed by cooling (1900) degrees. Only then is the 

steel strong enough to be trusted and also shaped. 

3. For endurance and patience to grow, there must be stress, trauma, grief, and sorrow—and it must 

be unexplained.  
 

C. The Goodness of the News. The grace in the gospel never stops transforming us.12-13. 

1. The Gospel is not something you outgrow.  

2. It is the best news of your life and you must let the relief if it run in the background of your life at 

all times. This is growing in grace. 

3. Where does your mind go when you let it out, Christian?  

4. Probably not to the fact that God loves you beyond your wildest imagination and has forgiven you 

for all your sin and ordained a purposeful life with a secure destiny. 

 

 

 


